Mutations throughout the S6 region of the hKv1.5 channel alter the stability of the activation gate.
The S6 segment of voltage-gated K(+) channels is thought to contribute to the gate that opens the central permeation pathway. Here we present evidence that mutations throughout the cytoplasmic end of S6 strongly influence hKv1.5 channel gating characteristics. Modification of hKv1.5 at positions T505, V512, and S515 resulted in large negative shifts in the voltage dependence of activation, whereas modifications at position Y519 resulted in negative (Y519N) and positive (Y519F) shifts. When adjusted for the altered voltage sensitivity, activation kinetics of mutated channels were similar to those of the wild-type (WT) channel; however, deactivation kinetics of mutations T505I, T505V, V512A, and V512M [time constant (tau) = 35, 250, 170, and 420 ms, respectively] were still slower than WT (tau = 8.3 ms). In addition, deactivation of WT channels was highly temperature sensitive. However, deactivation of T505I and V512A channels was largely temperature insensitive. Together, these data suggest that mutations in S6 decouple activation from deactivation by altering the open-state stability and that residues on both sides of the highly conserved Pro-X-Pro sequence influence the movement of S6 during channel gating.